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We wait in lines every day. At the bank. At a shop. When it comes to customer service,
however, waiting on hold on the phone isn’t great. Customers don’t want to wait to get
their issue resolved. Fortunately, there is a better way that allows callers to be moved out
of the IVR in favor of a digital experience, saving time and boosting customer satisfaction.
Check out this interactive infographic to see how two people’s bank experiences differ
when the IVR-to-digital option is used to optimize their time.

Would you stand in line to talk to a bank teller if you could get your questions answered from a kiosk five
feet away? No, of course not. Or how about waiting on hold for product support if the same answer was
waiting for you on the company website? Only true line lovers opt to wait. Yet that’s what many of us do
when we stay on hold for a call center agent to ask about a problem that’s easily addressable in other
channels.

In the modern omni-channel world for customer service, there is so much more organizations can do to
help callers escape long hold times. Companies need to start offering customers the ability to leave the
IVR and resolve their query via digital experiences.

Shifting from IVR to digital – a better way
Modern organizations today can move targeted callers out of the IVR to a digital experience such as a
virtual assistant, live chat, or self-service guides on the website. This allows the caller to resolve their issue
faster, on their terms, and lightens the load on the call center – freeing agents to help callers with more
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complex questions.

An IVR to digital solution allows both the company and the customer to be in control. The company
selectively targets who they offer the chance to move. And the customer chooses whether to take the
option to move or stay put in the call queue. Both parties win.

Will I lose my place?
Leaving a line is often scary. Will I lose my place? Will I have to call back in? Nobody likes to feel like they
are losing their spot in line. It’s human nature to be concerned. But an IVR-to-digital solution takes callers
to the answer to their problem in the first place without dropping the connection. And they are
transferred with context to avoid repeating themselves over and over.

Will my issue be resolved?
Curious on how an IVR-to-digital solution can work for you? Check out this interactive infographic to see
how two customers get two different experiences when they contact their bank. Organizations need to
determine if they want to offer a “Pam” experience or an “Oliver” experience. Only the most die-hard line
lovers would choose Oliver. The rest of us choose Pam!
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More Information

Don’t make them wait

Nuance IVR to Digital gives customers options that lead to quicker results and reduce call center
costs.
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